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OUTER  BURIAL CONTAINER
PRICE LIST

Effective January 1, 2020
Price, Container & Availability Subject to 

Change without Notice

Morrissett Funeral & Cremation Service makes no representations or warranties regarding the
outer burial containers listed above. The only warranties, expressed or implied, granted in
connection with outer burial containers sold are the express written warranties, if any, extended
by the manufacturers thereof. Morrissett Funeral & Cremation Service hereby expressly
disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, relating to the outer burial containers, including,
but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.

State or local law does not require that you buy a container to surround the casket in the grave.
However, many cemeteries require that you have such a container so that the grave will not sink
in. Either a grave liner or a burial vault will satisfy this requirement.

Our fee to open and close a grave in a Church or Private cemetery is $1025 
any day of the week.

Holiday Charge on an Outer Burial Container is $600.
(No Burials on Thanksgiving and Christmas.)

Any special charges such as hauling extra dirt off site or hand digging of 
grave will be priced upon request.

All outer burial containers listed are provided by:
Burruss Burial Vault Company

What does an Outer Burial 
Container do?

It's primary purpose is to support 
the ground above the casket.

A grave liner will do this.
However some families choose 

the extra level of protection that is 
provided by a Burial Vault.



$3,500 Trigard Reflections Bronze
The Reflection® builds on the same basic features as the Trilogy®. 
The reinforced vault with tongue and groove design with tape seal 
and the thermoformed polymer liner provide strength and security, 
while a textured, painted exterior finish with decorative handles, 
personalized nameplate, and cover emblem add a touch of class. But 
what truly makes the Reflection shine is the addition of pure, 
handcrafted metals. Interior sheeting and exterior caps are available 
in gleaming fine bronze. Designed for added beauty and strength, this 
vault is the perfect complement to caskets of steel, copper, and 

Inside 30"x 86"  Outside 34"x 90"

$2,680 Trigard Reflections SST
The Reflection® builds on the same basic features as the Trilogy®. 
The reinforced vault with tongue and groove design with tape seal 
and the thermoformed polymer liner provide strength and security, 
while a textured, painted exterior finish with decorative handles, 
personalized nameplate, and cover emblem add a touch of class. But 
what truly makes the Reflection shine is the addition of pure, 
handcrafted metals. Interior sheeting and exterior caps are available 
in gleaming stainless steel. Designed for added beauty and strength, 
this vault is the perfect complement to caskets of steel, copper, and 

Inside 30"x 86"  Outside 34"x 90"

$2,310 Trigard Aegean
The Aegean® represents a leap forward in both protection and 
options. This model includes the patented arched, reinforced Trigard 
cover with tongue and groove design, a thermoformed interior liner, 
and an additional exterior layer of high impact polystyrene. In addition 
to increasing the structural integrity of the vault, the exterior liner 
allows us to offer a wide variety of finish options. Intricate moldings 
and decorative corner columns complete the refined look of this vault, 
which is available in simulated gray granite, rose granite, white marble 
and black marble finishes.

Inside 30"x 86"  Outside 34"x 90"

$1,910 Trigard Trilogy Marble
This concrete reinforced vault with arched cover, tongue and groove 
design with tape seal, and thermoformed polymer liner comes with a 
wide variety of options. The interior liner is available with a basic 
textured surface, simulated wood grain, or simulated stone finish. The 
stone finish is available in black marble, white marble or gray granite, 
and is also available as an alternative for the basic concrete cover 
design. You may choose from cover finishes of painted concrete, flat 
simulated stone, or simulated stone with a raised church window 
design. This vault also includes decorative individual or bar handles, a 
personalized nameplate, a cover emblem, and a decoratively textured 
and painted exterior.

Inside 30"x 86"  Outside 34"x 90"



$1,590 Trigard Trilogy Basic
This concrete reinforced vault with arched cover, tongue and groove 
design with tape seal, and thermoformed polymer liner comes with a 
wide variety of options. The interior liner is available with a basic 
textured surface, simulated wood grain, or simulated stone finish. The 
stone finish is available in black marble, white marble or gray granite, 
and is also available as an alternative for the basic concrete cover 
design. This vault also includes decorative individual or bar handles, a 
personalized nameplate, a cover emblem, and a decoratively textured 
and painted exterior.

Inside 30"x 86"  Outside 34"x 90"

$1,500 Trigard Estate

This concrete reinforced vault with arched cover and tongue and 
groove design with tape seal includes Trigard’s thermoformed 
polymer liner on the interior, and a painted exterior finish with 
personalized nameplates.

Inside 30"x 86"  Outside 34"x 90"

$1,340 Trigard Guardian

• Single-reinforced concrete liner
• Painted Exterior. Interior Asphalt Paint

Inside 30"x 86"  Outside 34"x 89"

$1,240 Trigard Grave Liner

• Single-layer concrete

Inside 30"x 86"  Outside 32"x 88"

$2,150 Clark 12ga. Standard Steel Vault
This steel vault offers long lasting protection at a moderate price.  
Long term strength as evident in such long standing structures as the 
John Hancosk building in Chicago and the U.S. Steel building in 
Pittsburg.
Clark Vaults can protect the casket  from water and other elements 
through the use of the Air Seal Principle.

Inside 31" x 88"   Outside 34.5' x 90.5"
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